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Announcing CloudFax400 2nd Quarter Promotion
With the New IBM PureFlex Systems not supporting any direct communications card interfaces like those on the old IBM
i, System i and AS/400 systems, Customers are having to find an alternative fax solution to replace their old IBM
Facsimile Support/400 and other Fax Vendors solutions. Lucky for them however International Presence Limited's
CloudFax 400 and iMPS cloud offers them a quick no software, no hardware, hassle free migration on an attractive Payper-Use basis.
Fax as a technology has long been used within the old IBM System i community as an integral part of Customers core
Business Apps with thousands of transactions every day still being processed depending upon industry sector. In
particular, Healthcare, Financial, Shipping and Manufacturing are still huge users of the technology where Email is just
not recognized due to a lack of secure proof of delivery. Also, with the old saying "if it isn't broken, leave it alone",
many of these systems have been in place for in excess of 20 years just working in the background and getting forgotten
about.
With the new IBM Pure Systems providing no replacement of the old V.24 Communications Adapter interface
traditionally used to connect such technology offerings some Customers are getting a big surprise when they suddenly
realize they need to replace this key business process component in their new Virtual Environments.
International Presence (IP) through its operating Companies American Presence in the US and European Presence
throughout Europe are well placed to help these Customers and are doing so in increasing numbers with their proven 3
in 1 Cloud based solutions Cloud Fax 400 and iMPScloud.com.
Glyn Davies, IP's Group CEO comments, "Despite the cost and time savings on their existing Fax Server Maintenance
fees, the dedicated telephone line rentals and the resource to support these systems, the number one reason people
are moving to our Cloud offerings is they just want to get rid of the Hassle of such systems".
Customers with existing IBM Facsimile Support/400 and other V.24 CCITT connected fax server solutions are able to
migrate to CloudFax 400 quickly and easily and in most cases do not even require any programming changes. Their
existing Spoolfiles are supported enabling a seamless transition with CloudFax 400 supporting their existing Fax Server
embedded control language commands.
Davies concludes, "When Customers of IBM's Pure Systems look at our solution they breathe a sigh of relief because not
only do they get a no-hassle replacement to their existing system, but with prices starting at just $200 a month they
very swiftly recognize the benefit of moving platforms and embracing the Cloud".
About The International Presence Group: International Presence is a privately held company that has been developing
enterprise message delivery, document management and business process improvement solutions for since 1986. Specializing in
high-volume, transaction processing for business critical applications, International Presence Customers send and receive
millions of pages a month through their solutions. They operate out of two fully owned subsidiaries, American Presence Inc. in
Florida and European Presence Ltd in the United Kingdom.
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